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CAMIEL FORTGENS
Camiel Fortgens B.V. is an Amsterdam-based clothing brand: a hub of people working to uncover the unpolished nature of people and their social behavior, in
which clothing and imagery play a major role.
CF was catapulted into existence in 2014 when
Camiel graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven. His choice not to go to fashion school left him
untarnished by the rules of fashion.
This allowed him to look at things from scratch.
Creating garments and running the brand in an unpolluted manner.
Instead we search for what feels right today, creating an image/philosophy that challenges what we know
and consider to be normal.
Working with shapes, fabrics and details of archetypal garments.
Creating reconstructed, unpolished wearable pieces.
Web
camielfortgens.com
Instagram
@camielfortgens
Bookings
nina@camielfortgens.com
+31 6 17 12 44 04

FROWIJN
Liselore Frowijn’s signature is recognizable for its
layering, both conceptually and materially.
By layering colors, prints, and silhouettes, Frowijn
weaves influences from art, travel, sports and the society as a catalyst for a new, bold and energetic image.
Her sustainable designs encompass everything from
corporate projects to fashion, including sportswear and
accessories. Her work expands to include concept-development, art-direction, textile-design, lectures, presentations, virtual reality, print-design, trend-development, artworks, illustrations, workshops, exhibitions
and education.
Projects strive to be interdisciplinary and diverse,
while sharing the philosophy of the designer that sustainability is key. Client requests and expectations are
woven directly with Frowijn’s poetic way of working
that freshly connects different elements on a rich and
varied palette of material, color and print.
Web
studiofrowijn.com
Instagram
@studiofrowijn
Bookings
liselore@studiofrowijn.com
+31 6 34 33 19 41

SCHEPERS BOSMAN
As graduates from BA ArtEZ Arnhem (both with
honors), Sanne Schepers and Anne Bosman continued
their studies at MA l’Institut Français de la Mode (IFM)
(Schepers) Paris and MA Central Saint Martins (Bosman) London.
Both worked in Paris, London and Amsterdam for
Clergerie, Christopher Kane, Viktor & Rolf and Alexander Van Slobbe. In the past Schepers Bosman won the
Les Etoiles Mercedes-Benz 2017 in Paris and two H&M
Design Awards in Stockholm and Amsterdam. In the
atelier of Schepers Bosman, based in Amsterdam, all
collections are designed, developed and impeccably
produced.
Web
schepersbosman.com
Instagram
@schepersbosman
Bookings
info@schepersbosman.com
+31 6 17 12 44 04

SCHUELLER DE WAAL
SCHUELLER DE WAAL/SDW Studio equals fashion
design duo Philipp Schueller and Rens de Waal.
They create fashion statements and capsule collections in which they research and suggest Fashion as
Therapy.
‘FASHION THERAPY’ as term has a double meaning for the designers. It stands for a time where the
fashion system urgently needs to be re-envisioned and
transformed; on the one hand it means a more sustainable production of garments and on the other searching for a new relevance of fashion. Can fashion have
different forms then garments? And how can these different forms of fashion have a positive impact on the
industry, community and the world. ‘FASHION THERAPY’ is not only a method to improve the problems of
the fashion system but also the vision of experimenting
with ‘fashion’ as ‘therapy’.
Web
schuellerdewaal.com
Instagram
@schuellerdewaal
Bookings
info@schuellerdewaal.com
+31 6 55 27 56 76
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